Filoli Workers Compensation
Design and Research Center
Filoli provides both technical expertise and a production system environment in
which you can visualize, design, and explore large and small-scale paperless claims
administration systems for the Workers Compensation industry. The Filoli Workers
Compensation Design and Research Center incorporates our expertise in workflow
management and decision support system solutions into an evaluation and
testing environment.
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The Filoli Research Center utilizes its
comprehensive knowledge of workflow
management and decision-support systems
to delineate your optimum best practice
claims administration policies. Then, test
them in real time under conditions that
approximate your own.

Experiment with System Roll Out
And Transition Options

When it is time to install and unveil your
new system, care must be taken to ensure
a successful transition. This complex phase
of your system development strategy must
be carefully planned and monitored to

Evaluate Processing Expense Reductions

Have you ever considered exploring the
possibilities of a completely paperless office
and its reductions in cost? At Filoli's Research
Center, experience the potential administrative
savings resulting from paperless, automated
information processing. Current studies
reveal insurers on the average spend
per claim for processing paper, representing
a substantial potential savings,

achieve optimum results. Using our Design
and Research Center, you can develop and
test various user support services including
effective training strategies, on-line help,
tutorial options, and support strategies. In
addition, careful attention to the actual
installation, setup, configuration, and final
verification phases of your new system must
be completed. Our research center allows
for detailed trial installations, system configuration, and problem process procedure
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